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INVESTIGATION OF A LAVA TUBE REFUGE CAVE AT TUFUTAFO'E
WESTERN SANOA
Graeme Ward and Richard Moyle
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies
Canberra, Australia
This note describes an investigation of a lava refuge cave situated
near the village of Tufutafo'e on the north coast of the island of Savai'i
in Western Samoa.
Discussion is made of the occupational evidence and
the probable time of use; brief comparision is made with other sites of
this type described from elsewhere on Savai'i and from Upolu, the other
main island of Western Samoa ,
The cave was initially visited by Moyle in June 1967 while engaged
in ethnomusicological fieldwork.
At this time, the late Mr Amosa, the
man on whose land it is located, stated that he himself had never entered
it and that nobody else had been inside the tube within living memory.
(Its precise geographical location is not given here , in accordance with
the wishes of the owner of the land).
Revisits were made during further
fieldwork in 1968 and 1969 and on each occasion evidence of damage from
rockfalls, widening cracks in the walls and disturbance to stone platforms
was clear.
Despite Moyle's fluency in the Samoan language, no local
knowledge of the cave nor any l egends concerning the area as a whole were
obtained.
These factors suggest that any use of the cave was of considerable antiquity.
This hypothesis is evaluated in terms of the charact er
of the material collected from the cave.
Exploration
The lava tube is a ne.tural phenomenon, apparently a result of early
volcanic activity and is probably not unique in this area.
Descriptions
of the formation and development of similar lava tubes have been provided
by Kear and Wood (1959).
From behind the village, a pproximately 5 km
inland, it runs seaward to the south.
The interior of the lava tube was mapped by gaslight using a tape,
dimensions being recorded at intervals of a~proximately 6 m.
Roof height
varied between 12 m just after the entrace {Pl ate 1) to little more than
one metre at its further est negotiable extremity; the tube ,dd th varied
correspondingly between approximately 15 m to less than two.
It was
possible to penetrate the cave for about 550 m on first exploration (the
distance bei~ limited only by fuel for the light).
Near this point, on
20 June 1967 {the day following its initial exploration) , the tube was
blocked by a r ockfall which occurred during an earthquake.
The tube had
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height at this point .
The form of the cave is represented in Figure 1.
The lava tube appeared to have origina ted from a cave located a pproximately 5CX> m inland from t he first rockfall.
While i t was possible,
although difficult, to enter through the first large rockfall, the exploring party effected entrance to the cave through a second collapse (Figure 1)
which also exposed the tube.
It is not clear which of t he two ent ries
was used in the past.
Close to the first fall, on the eastern side of
the tube, was a small natural side-cave approximatel y 1.5 m high and partially sealed by a rock wall a little more than . 5 min height.
This wa ll
had been broken down in the centre and rocks, many of which weighed in
excess of 10 kg, lay in the main cave area .
Near the second rockfall
were several apparently natural depressions in the floor, nost of which
contained water at the time of the visits.
At several places along the length of t he tube, ther e were signs of
previous human visitation a nd perhaps more permanent occupancy ,
These
took the form of various abandoned artefacts, stone platforms , pathways
and cooking hearths,
Several portable artefacts were collected and are
now housed in Auckland.
Their original locationa are noted in Figure 1 .
No stratified deposits were no t ed in the cave, its floor gener ally comprising the natural s ubstrate excepting where r ockfalls had occurred and
where lava from the tube walls and other stone brought i nto the cave had
been used to form various structures.
The position and form of these
and other artefacts are described in the following sections.
Localities of various cultural features and other artefacts
Near the second rockfall, to the right of the pools (at 'a' in
Fig. 1), were found three adses l ying together.
These are discussed
below.
About 30 m further into the cave , and immediately below a small
opening in the roof, were four stone platforms (Fig. 1, 1 to 4) . The
firs t was almost circular , with a circumference of approximately 1. 5 m.
Immediately adjac e nt, on the eastern wall, was a second , elongated plat-

form, raised some 150 mm and stretching for 15 m into t he interior of
the cave.
The third and fourth platforms were s i tuated against the
opposite side of the tube; each measured approximately 2 x ,75 m and
stood ,5 m high .
A second side-tunnel was situnted on t he western side about 20 m
Its roof height was a
beyond the end of the second platform (Fig. 1) ,
little more than one metre.
It contained two circles of small rocks;
each apparently functioned as a hearth, because they both contained ashes .
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- 14 4 Beyond a r ockfall near the second side-tunnel, two low walls were
encountered.
The first extended the full width of the cave, reaching to
nearly 1 .5 m in height and providing 1. 25 m of cl ear ance at the top,
although the s loping sides of the tube severely restricted passage beyond
this point to one section which was only 1 m in width .
The second wall ,
on the other hand, stretched from r oof to floor, except fo r a narrow path
on the eastern side (?late 2) .
The rock us ed i n the construction of
these walls appeared to have been obtained by dis lodging large pieces of
lava from the walls of the cave .
A paved stone path , comnrised of small
stones of volcanic origin , led from the second wall t o the next r ockfall
to be encountered.
Approximatel y 250 m f rom the tube entrance (Fig. 1, area 'b' ) ,
ano ther adze was f ound.
This area was littered with animal bone and the
shells of marine molluscs.
The animal bone was probably of pig, since a
tusk was also found here; the molluscs included~ (Tridacna sp. ) ,
pulepule (?Ovulum s p.) and alili (Turbo sp . ) . Near this area, a fifth
large adze was collected (Fig, 1, 'c'J:
The lava tube reached its mos t constricted part at the next rockfall
and passage was possi ble only by crawling on t he stomach f or several
metres.
A third side-tunnel (Fig, 1, •3•), which was almost concealed
behind the rockfall at this point, contained an arrangement of la rge
rocks foming a wall almost to the roof; this a ll but barricaded the
tunnel off from the main passage and entry could be gained only by skirting the rockfall for several metres.
On a shelf formed by a large
boulder at the top of the fall rested a sixth adze.
Beyond the rockfall, the floor of the tube sloped sharply downwards .
Here (Fig. 1, area ' d'), a stone mortar and pestle were found,
Ten
metres further on (at 'e' ) , was a large stone pounder, t ogether with
quantities of mollusc remains, a wooden spearhead and a human cranium.
Beyond this point, the largest paved area found in the cave started,
continuing for almos t 30 m for the entire width of the passage .
The
paving was f ormed from small volcanic stones, most of which were no
larger than 25 mm in diameter.
I n the a rea of the paving were found
firepi t s and further scatters of shell and bone.
A depression in the
floor at the far end of t he paving contained about 50 litres of water.
Much of the depression was obscured , however, by guano deposited by a
colony of pe'ape'a birds (Collocalia s p. ) and its overall size and depth
were not clear.
A further 60 m along the tube two f urther hearths were
encountered, end another 50 m beyond t his the seventh adze was recovered
(Fig, 1, ' f' ).
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June 1967 occurred, further marine shells were scattered on the floor.
Beyond this point, on the occasion of the earliest visit , no further
f eatures had been noticed, other than a continual narrowine of the tube
and a steeper angle of descent.
Adzes and other artefacts
A total of seven complete stone adze blades was recovered from the
cave , along with numerous adze f ragments.
One of t he three forming
the initial adze cache was, strictly s peaking, a chisel in Buck' s terms
(Buck, 1930) ; this is illustrated in Fi gure 2.
The remaining six
adzes wer e t y~ically Samoan ; according to the classi fication of Green
and Davidson l1969), they are of three types:
Type I :
three examples ( areas 'b 1 , 1 c' and near I d' )
Type II:
one example (area 'a')
Type III: two examples (areas 'a' and 'f').
Types I and I I are flaked adzes with ground cutting edges and with
flat, quadrangular cross-sections, Type I I being slightly less regular.
Type I is the most common of Samoan adze forms.
Type III is similar
to Type I, differing in exhibiting a f ully ground finish (Green and
Davidson, 1969:22-24).
Types I and II are described as being, "probably the standard tool of the late prehistoric adze kit of t he SamoaM",
although smaller varieties of both had been found to occur in early
pottery-bearing contexts; Type III, while being a common surface find,
is described as of i dentical form in both early ani late contexts
(Green and Davidson, 1969:32).
In sum, then, while none of the adze
types is seen as temporarily diagnostic, the assemblage is more likely
to derive from a l~te rather than early context.
Other stone artefacts i ncluded a large stone pounder (Fig. 1 ,
a rea 'e' ) and a pestle and mortar (area 'd').
The pounder
was of considerable size, weighing more than 6 kg.
The pestle appeared
to be identical to those commonly employed in the village today for
grinding cocoa beans, while t he mortar comprised a flat stone of a pproximately 300 x 100 x 150 om showing a marked depression in its upper
surface.
The wooden, barbless s pearhead was of a form similar to that described in earl7 ethnographic contexts as a hunting weapon (for example,
Its presence in rela tively good condition indicates
Buck, 1930:606 ) .
that the occupation - or the last use - of the cave was of no great
antiquity.
f a ct;

Among the marine nollusc shells was one which was clearly an arteit resembl ed a mini ature ma ' ata'ife'e, the rat-shaped octupus-
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-1 47 lure which is still commonly ur,ed i n r-ishing (F'i g . 3) .
fo r this item anpears to h~ve been Trochus ?niloticus .

~he r a w mn te r ial

Seve ral pieces of ' elci, the br own ochr e used fo r decoratin~ Sar.oan
ba rkcloth , werP. fo und togethe r in one section of the tube .
The only
source known today of this och re is nea r t he village of Uafa to, about
60 km a way fror.1 'l'ufuti;:fo'e on the i s l~ nd of Upolu.
Pr evious investigP.tions of lava r efu~e caves in Samoa
The inves tieation of lava tubes i n Samoa fo r occunPtiona l evidence
have been made on both Upolu a nd Sava i ' i by Fre eman (1943 , 1944 ) a nd by
Gr een 3nd others (1 969 ) , a nd in Amer ican s ~moa ( by Kikuchi , 1963), as
well as else·,1he r e in i'ol ynesia .
Hore recent ly , Jenninr;s and other s
(1976: Pig . 3 , Sites 190 and 19 1) noted t he nres ence of l ava tubes
durinr- their surveys of the l·it Olo tract of western Upolu, but did not
explore them in a ny deta i l.
In 1943 a nd 1944 , r'reer:ian repor ted exploration a nd excavations of
caves at Seuao and F~lemauga noting evidence of in tensive oc cupation .
Seuao cave was desc ri bed by 1"r e er.1an ( 1943:1 0 1) as being the mos t famous
of Sall!oan l a va tunnels because of its role as a refuge durinc one par ticul nr i mportant conflic t .
'.Phe cave, on the sou the rn coast of Upol u ,
l ies approximntel y 2 !or. inl and of the c oast with its entra nce at about
40 m above sea level , risinv. to 90 ma t i ts f ur thest end .
Freeman made
several visits to the cave in mid- 1942 , "Making a survey and searchi ng
fo r a r tefacts" (Freeman, 1943:101 ) .
He d escribed the cave as beine
a lmost circul a r in cross-section but with a flat bot tom of cooled lava
- a char acteristic a l so common in others.
He found t h e cave to contFin
"abundant evidence of human occupation" including "an elaborate series
of ter races or pl atforns" a nd a stone footpath .
'.Phe terraces were
topped with "lava rubble t he size of small pebbles, a nd alnost exactly
resemble the floo r of an ord ina ry :..iamoan fale" ( 1943 :1 03) .
Here he
excavated ash deposits , recovering pig bones , teeth and shell remai ns
1md five stone adzes from 1·1i thin t he shallow surface rubble .
Fr eeman cited a l egend ~h ich indica ted tha t the cave had been used
as a refuge in t i me of conflict and specul ated that the structures observed ,d thin the c'l.ve 'lle re prepar a t i ons mad e in advance of the us e of
the cave as a pl ace of refuge.
He estimated, f r om the nurob~r of terraces , that the cave could hnve accommoda ted up to one thousand people
and tha t the t r a di t i onal r efugees lived in the cave for " consi der a ble
time ", utilizing a water supply adjacent t o the cave and obtaining food
f r om the r ~e f f lats a nd nea rby ga rdens (Freeman , 1943 : 108) .
The traditional account sugges ted that t he occupation had occurr ed in the middle
of the 15th centur y A. D. (1943 : 109) .
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Falemauga cave complex, s i tuated on the northern side of Upolu at a
height of 500 m, including 152 stone platforms but it also conta i ned
human skeletal material, specifically a cranium (Freeman, 1944:87 ) .
The platforms differred from those in the Seuao cave br being built up
above the floor l evel by a pproximately .5m (1944: 88-89) .
Freeman
excavated eight platforms and s everal mounds of l ava rubble within the
Falemauga caves to a depth of more than .5 m; no evi dence of their
having been used for t he purpose of burial was r evealed (1944 :93 ) .
Traditional accounts placed the time of occupation in the 13th century
A. D.
Freeman noted the likelihood of both cave entrances providing
strong defensive positions.
These cave complexes were later surveyed by Golson who was unable
to confirm Freeman's observations of evidence of prolonged or intensive occupation.
Golson submitted for radiocarbon analysis charcoal
from the Seuao cave and obtained an estimate of the time of occupation
placing it about the beginning of the 18th century A.D. (Golson 1969:19 ) .
On Savai'i, other archaeologists conducting field surveys have
recorded the presence of lava caves.
Buist explored three caves on
Savai'i; only one had signs of occupation and this was thought to be
recent.
He concluded that lava tubes were not used for prolonged
occupation (Buist, 1969:41-42).
Scott, however, found no habi tation
remains in the lava tube surveyed at ~alauli (Scott, 1969:79) . Green,
in his summary observations,noted that one cave inspected by Buist
had associated with it a tradition which pointed to its role as a
religious sanctuary and sug~ested that the same might apply for the
example described by Scott lGreen, 1969:268).
Green (1969:267-270) has provided a useful discussion of the
available evidence, noting that lava tubes - t he only form of cave
known to exist in Samoa - can be divided into three types: waterholes,
temporary refuge habitations and religious sanctuaries.
Many of the
first type were in contemporary use as water supplies.
Ref uge caves
were not in use at that time - as their name implies.
Features characterizing a refuge cave included: the presence of small pl atforms
along the walls of the cave, a central paved pathway, hearths and food
remains including edible shellfish, pig bone and teeth, along with pigments and stone adzes.
Some such caves were described in traditional
accounts as places of refuge.
None of this range of occupation evidence was present in caves of the third trpe which provided s a nctuaries
for mythological beings (Green, 1969: 267 ) .
Green went on to describe
occupational evidence defining a lava refuge cave at Faia ' ai at the
western end of Upolu ~nich is, in some respects , similar to that at
Tufutafo'e on Savai'i, as well as that described f?r elsewhere on Upolu
by Freeman.
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longevity of the habitation of lava refuge caves as seen by Freeman on
one hand and by Golson on the other; further, the evidence resulting
from the surveys by Green at Faia'ai on Upolu and by other members of
his teem on Savai'i is not sufficiently strong to decide which interpretation is correct.
The evidence fr om Tufutafo'e can assist in an evaluation of the situation.
Discus sion of the Tufutafo'e cave
Occupa tiona l evidence from Tufutafo'e cave is of three main types:
substantial structures, food preparation and artefact manufacture or
maintenance.
The substantial structures recorded include walls, platforms and
pathways.
Two l a r ge walls of stone taken from the tube sides had been
built within 20 m of each other to block one section of the tube.
The
first covered the entire width of the tube but did not reach to the roof
level; the second was built to the roof but not completely to one wall.
While it is not possible to be sure that at least the former had not
been more complete in the past, this combination could have provided a
strong defensive position within the cave.
The platforms found at Tufutafo 'e vary considerably in size, between
1.5 and 15 min length and raised to between 150 and 500 mm above the
tube floor.
The use made of these platforms is not clear from the
present context.
They could have been used to provide a dry living area
above the floor of the tube which mus t have acted as a water conduit in
wet conditions (see Kear and Wood, 1959), or they might have served,
more specifically , as sleeping platforms.
The latter is suggested by
the presence of paved areas elsewhere which are more akin to house floors.
Like Freeman, Green (1969:268) noted that the presence of an even paving
of small stones in the interior of a platform made a surface comparable
to that found in the interior of house structures.
He also noted that
there appeared a consistency in the heights above the gr ound of the
platform surfaces; two groups were defined, the first was raised by
only a thickness of paving while the second was raised to approximately
.5 mas in the case of the Falemauga cave described by Freeman.
These
appear to equate the two heights - 150 and 500 mm - recorded at Tufutafo'e and possibly point to two separate functions.
The two paved floors in the Tufutafo'e lava tube were constructed
from volcanic pebbles,
The first pathway extended for 20 m, the second
for closer to 30 m; the first was only about 3 m wide but the second
extended the whole width of the tube - approximately 10 mat this point.
By compa rison, the paved path in the Faia 'ai cave was narrow and situa ted
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almost the whole length of the cave floor.
Presumably, they functioned
to provide a sure, dry passage or working area for the occupants.
Evidence of food preparation and consumption can be found in the
presence of fire pits and food remains.
Pairs of hearths occurred in
the second of the three side-tunnels and at the furtherest negotiated
extremity of the cave.
Each was approximately 4CX> to 5CX> mm in width,
outlined by small slabs of volcanic stone and contained a concentration
of fine, partly consolidated ash.
As such, they were not unlike hearths
to be found within typical Samoan house structures.
While no food remains were recognised . from the hearths or from
their immediate vicinity, scatters of marine mollusc shell and pig bone
occurred over a wide area of the cave, especially in the area of the
paved pathway area.the interior cross-walls and the second paved floor.
The shells representing Tridacna and Turbo s pp. are of types commonly
eaten throughout Oceania and could have been obtained from the nearby
reef flat.
The possible~ shell could have been part of an ornament.
Pig, of course, was one of the few domesticated animals and a
frequent contributor to the Polynesian diet.
Neither fishbone nor the
remains of vegetable foods were noticed in the Tufutafo'e cave. Freeman
noted the presence of edible shellfish, pig bone and teeth along with
fire-places in both Seuao and Falemauga caves on Upolu, as well as plant
remains in the latter; however, none of these items was found in the
Faia'ai cave.
Evidence of artefact manufacture or maintenance derives from two
sources: presence of red ochre, and of flaking debris.
A brown-red
ochre, of the type used for decorating bark cloth probably indicates
that this or similar activity was carried out in the cave; such work is
done by women at the present time.
On the other hand, stone tool manufacture was likely to have been the provenience of men.
Many stone
fragments were observed on the cave floor, along with numerous adze
fragments.
While it was not clear to the observer whether these adzes
were broken as a result of the manufacturing process or through misuse,
the former appears to be more likely in view of the large quantity of
flake debris in the cave.
On the other hand, no indication was found
of the presence of abraders or grindstone used to polish flaked stone
surfaces.
Some details of the adzes have been provided in a previous section.
Broken adzes were not collected from the Tufutafo'e cave and no analysis
of flaking debris was attempted.
Apart from the frequency of occurrance
of flakes, the evidence available is insufficient to indicate whether
adzes and other tools were being made in the cave or merely sharpened or
otherwise maintained.
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presence of stone adzes .
Eleven examples of Type I and one each of
Types I I and III were found the re but none occurred in the Faia 'ai cave.
Fl aki ng debr i s was not mentioned by Freeman as existing i n the Upolu
caves, although ad ze fragments were recovered from Falemauga.
They
were described as being "buried in the shallow surface rubble on the
:platform" or "in kitchen mi ddens in association with shell and pig-bones"
lFreeman, 1943: 91 ) .
Conclusion
Evidence f or the prehistoric occupation of the lava tube at Tufutafo'e can be evinced from three major s ources.
The observation of the
extensive artificial structures in the form of walls , pathways and platforms with fine pebble floors.
The presence of hearths and food remains
also tends t o confirm that occupation of t he cave was more than transitory.
Finally , a variety of portable artefacts including , most significantly , stone adzes and flake materials, indicates t hat possibly
both men and women were active during their sojourn in the cave. The
presence of stone materials foreign to the lava tube suggests also that
the necessity for its occupation as a place of refuge was premeditated.
It is unlikely, however, that this occurred on the scale envisaged in
the accounts by Freeman.
Lack of knowledge of the cave by present day inhabitants suggests
that the habitational evidence was of some antiqui ty.
While there is
little evidence on which to come to a strong conclusion, certain indica tions support the view that occupation occurred relatively late in
Samoan prehistory.
The presence of a wooden spear head i n good condition is one; another is the trend of the evidence result ing from the
classification of the stone adzes according t o the scheme of Green and
Davidson which suggests that they a r e of predominantl y l ate types.
It
seems like l y then, that at leas t the last occupation dates to within the
last 500 years; i t was possibly prompted by internecine conflicts or
the presence of invad ing forces from nearby Tonga.
Compa rison with the descriptions available from investigations of
other lava tubes on the island of Savai'i shows that , of the two exhibit ing cultural evidence , the Tufutafo' e cave provides the more extensive
information of prehistoric ha bitation of refuge caves.
There was more opportunity for comparison with the larger caves at
Seuao, Falemauga a nd Faia'ai on Upolu.
Occupational evidence tended
to be generally compar ab le, including the heights and surface treatment
of pl atforms and t he range of adze types recovered, especially at Seuao.

-152 In general terms, the results of the analysis of the occupational
evidence from the Tufutafo 1 e cave on Savai'i tend to support the interpretation of the use of such lava tube caves as places of refuge,
although not necessarily endorsing the extent of their use as concluded
from some earlier accounts of cave occupancy on Upolu.
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